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Latter Rain – Infectious
Charismania
1 Corinthians 14:20
262 Sweet, Sweet Spirit
269 Come, Holy Spirit
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Let’s open today with the
following:

Spiritual Gifts, vol. 4b, p. 102
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Is this not… what we
witnessed… in the video
last week?
Spiritual Gifts, vol. 4b, p. 103
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Principle #1

The Scriptures are
our Safeguard
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Principle #2
Isolating certain texts
is Dangerous!

Let’s open with… a quick
overview… of what we’ve
covered… concerning
tongues:
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Tongues in Acts
The refences to tongues in all of Acts
are clearly refer to known languages.
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To these we will add:
Principle #3
Acts 2 is the first and therefore
the only “clear” definition / example
of the phenomena of tongues
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Principle #4
1st

Corinthians is
predominantly a rebuke
of Mal-Practices
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This morning… we will look
primarily… at 1 Corinthians
14
Here was our scripture
reading:

This is wise council… and
this is… what we seek…
this morning
To be mature… in our
understanding
Let’s start at verse 1:
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1 Peter 4:10

Charisma is found 17 times in the NT… 16 of these
used by Paul… the last by Peter… as noted here

The most common… GR
word translated… as gift(s)
is the… word charisma
Although here… it is
supplied in the ENG… by
implication of the… GR and
context

Makeup - 13 of the 17… refer to Spiritual gifts…
3 to the gift of salvation… 1 to a monetary gift of aid

They are the ones…
professing to be… the
recipients of… the Gifts of
the Spirit

Obviously this is where… the name Charismatic
church… came from

There are 4 lists… of
Spiritual Gifts… found here:
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Obviously… the lists are…
not intended… to be
exhaustive… nor all
inclusive… roughly 20
mentioned
Note… that 1 Cor 12
contains… two lists
The second of which… along with Ephesians…
seems to be… somewhat prioritized
Only one gift… is listed in all 4… Prophecy
Tongues… is only in two lists… and exclusive to
Corinthians (AD 56)… the others were written
after… Romans (AD 57-58) and Ephesians (AD 6061)
Notice that tongues… is dead last in both…
Maybe tongues… was not an issue… in Rome or
Ephesus… as we will see… it was in Corinth
Or maybe Paul… was simply avoiding… calling
attention to tongues

Regardless… tongues is
certainly not… a prioritized
gift… as many Charismatics
insist
In fact… it appears to be…
the least important
Lets look at what… Paul
really says about it
For this… we must go… to
chapter 14:
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1 Cor 12:31, Eph 4:12,13

Chapter 13… clearly states…that without love /
agape… Spiritual Gifts… including Tongues… are
worthless
Here we read… we should not… be afraid of
Spiritual gifts… but desire them
But preeminently… Prophesying… WHY?
Verse 3 -Because it edifies… exhorts… and comforts
So take note… prophets like Elijah…. Isaiah…
Ezekiel… Jeremiah…
Were not simply… foretelling future events… like
Daniel or John
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First off… lets point out…
what happens between
Chapter 12’s… discussion
about Spiritual Gifts
And chapter 14’s…
conversation about
Tongues

But were… exhorting…
edifying… seeking to
draw… the people back to
God
This is the… principle role
of… the Prophet
Point # 1 - The Gift of
Prophecy… is to be
preferred over… that of
Tongues
The reason why… is in
verse 2:
Now this text… is used to…
substantiate GLOSILALIA…
(γλῶσσα – Tongue…
λαλια… Speech)
They say… he does not…
speak to men… but to
God… in mysteries

Thus they mystify… Paul words…
First off… the book of Acts… was the first place…
the manifestation… of Tongues is known
Thus it is the standard… establishing Tongues…
as known… intelligible languages
To those… who could understand them
So what does this mean?
Simple… to speak (2980 λαλέω)… in a foreign
language… is meaningless and worthless
In the Spirit… i.e. by the Spirit’s gift…

only God who…
confounded the
languages… can
understand him
His words… are a mystery…
to his audience
Paul will… restate this…
more clearly… as he goes
Next verse:
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Paul is saying In your mind… you know
what… you are saying…
“you are edified”
(see verse 12)

But what is coming out… of your mouth… is
meaningless… to the hearers… (as French is.. to an
English only audience) it is But when you… prophesy instead… the church is
edified… exhorted… and comforted (vs 2)
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Thus we read in verse 5:

Point 3:

Why would Paul… wish
they all… spoke in
tongues?
Is it because tongues… is
for everyone?
(see verses 13, 16,17)

We covered this… in part 3… Tongues was to aid… in
the fulfilling of… the Great Commission
Matthew 28:19… Go therefore and make disciples
of all the nations… 20 teaching them to observe all
things that I have commanded you;
Certainly for these… Galilean fishermen… to preach
and teach… all nations… they needed the gift of
tongues
And so would… others they discipled… that the
good news… might spread everywhere
But more important… to Paul than tongues… was
the gift of Prophecy
For he who Prophesies… is greater than… the
tongues speaker

Is tongues the greatest…
most necessary… indicative
of salvation… gift?
Certainly not!
Also… Paul says…. Unless
he interprets
Now does this… imply
unintelligible gibberish?
A: No… but simply
The need for
understanding… that the
church… may be edified
Paul shakes this point out…
in verse 6-9:
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Can Paul… get any clearer…
than this?

(see verses 6-11)

Would certainly… have been… counter productive…
non-edifying
And the same thing here… if Radek were to…
preach in Czech

For me to preach… In the
Czech Republic… where I
did several series… without
and interpreter

What good would it be?
Save to those… who
understand Czech
What do we conclude… are
Paul’s points… thus far?:
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Next we turn… to verses 18
and 19:
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“More than you all”… is
Paul boasting?
No… he is the… chief
traveling evangelist… He
needs to be able… to
communicate the… the
Gospel to everyone he
meets
But tongues… is not for boasting… it is for teaching
Thus as we said… an unknown tongue… is
worthless… (vs 19) in the church
Why? Simple… everyone speaks the same
language… in the local congregations
This drives home… Paul’s 2nd point… even more
To speak 10,000 words… in a tongue… the KJV
adds… the word unknown… is meaningless
Not only that… it is bedlam… chaos… confusion

Paul is asking… what’s the
point… to your practice?
But… to show-off
And if an foreign
language… is meaningless…
how much more… modern
gibberish?
In fact… in verse 16… Paul
asked the members:
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I feel the same… when
someone prays… in
another language
I want to trust… that I can
agree… but I simply don’t
know

Thus I find it… difficult to say… Amen i.e. I agree

In fact… back in chapter
12… Paul asked:

By now it should be apparent… the Tongues… is in
no way… the preeminent gift… nor a universal sign…
of salvation
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The implied response… is
NO!
Not everyone is… an
apostle… prophet… or
teacher

And not everyone… speaks in tongues… thus it is in
no way… a universal sing of being saved
Especially not… as practiced today

In verse 22… the
relationship between…
tongues and prophesy is…
explained even more:

In fact… perhaps those who… insist it is… are wrong
about… other biblical teachings… as well
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This is clear… Tongues and
Prophesying… are both
sings

(see verses 24, 25)

Tongues is a sign to unbelievers… because I am
able… to share the gospel… with them in… a
comprehensible language… i.e. their native tongue
Acts 2

Tongues is NOT a sign to
believers… because it is…
incomprehensible…
unintelligible… thus it is
worthless!

Prophesying… is a sign for believers… because they
already… believe the gospel… and need further…
edification… exhortation… and comfort
Prophesying… is NOT a sign for unbelievers…
because such Spiritual… edification and
exhortations… may be meaningless… to unbelievers

prophecy that reveals…
“the secret of his heart”
He may be convicted… of
the presence… and
purposes of God
On to verse 23:

However… verses 24 and 25… do say… if the
unbeliever hears… and understands…
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Out of your minds… Why?
Because… everyone is
speaking… some foreign
language

(see verses 24, 25)

What might an unbeliever
say… about modern
gibberish… or worse yet…

The so called anointing… or drunk in the spirit
You got it… Christians are… Out of their minds!
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So we add to our list:
Next Paul gets into…
definitions of… proper
PRACTICE
When it comes to Tongues:

What ever it is… that you
do… it needs to… uplift the
church members
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Verse 40 says… “let all
things be done decently
and in order”
(see verse 40)

Verses 27 and 28 say:
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Two or at the most three…
not the whole church…
each in turn
With one interpreter

(see verses 29-31)

But if there… is NO
interpreter… sit down and
SHUTUP!

What of these PRACTICES… based on the
PRINCIPLE… “Let all things be done for edification”
Is this… the way it is… in Charismatic churches?
No… as we seen last time… it is MAYHEM… in the
meeting place…
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Paul tells us:

So lets ask a simple
question:

John 8:44

If God is not the author…
of the confusion… the lack
of stasis… order… and
peace… in Charismania

Then WHO is?
Simple… Jesus said of Lucifer
“When he speaks a lie, he speaks from his own
resources, for he is a liar and the father of it.”
He is the author… of lies… of confusion… of Mahem
It is because… men have left off… the objective
Word of God
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And have turned to…
emotion… and ecstatic
experience… for
their…foundation of truth
Back to our list:

To these Paul… adds these
last… poignant points:
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So the Practices… thus
highlighted by Paul… the
Apostle of the Lord

Are more than…. simply opinions… but as Spirit
filled… Commandments of the Lord
Paul called… all who are… spiritual to… thus
acknowledge
It stands to reason then… they who would not… so
recognize… or practice… are not “Spiritual” after all
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But in need of true…
revival and reformation…
of heart and mind

Tongues among Modern
Charismatics are:
•
•
•
In fact… this might be easily… be faked as… a test of
salvation… especially if it… were un-intelligible
In fact I have… met numerous Pentecostals… who
have testified
That they felt pressured… to speak in tongues… just
to prove… to the others… they were saved
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Gibberish and not a
known language
Spoken collectively to
the point of disorder
Do not follow Paul’s
council

Let’s end… with a few…
wise words:

How do we… “try the
spirits”?
By the consistent… word of
God
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In a similar passage…Paul
councils:
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Let’s be clear… what
happens in… some
Charismatic meetings:
Is at best… of a capricious
nature… when compared
with Paul’s injunctions
And possibly… at worst of… a demonically
influenced nature
And as Paul… told them in… chapter 10 of 1
Corinthians… “I do not want you to have fellowship
with demons.”
So from such… turn away!
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